Abstract-Low-frequency torsional resonance arising from large inertia load and elastic shaft causes vibration when industrial servo system is working, which degrades the system's performance of motion control. This paper presents an adjustable inertia ratio control strategy based on designing disturbance observer, which the inertia ratio between the load and rotor is adjusted to an optimal ratio so as to suppress the low-frequency disturbance to the motor output shaft and load simultaneously, this algorithm allows that the servo system controls the movement of large inertia load smoothly and steadily. The effectiveness of the proposed concept is demonstrated theoretical analysis and simulation.
I. INTRODUCTION
It is necessary to ensure the rigidity of transmission components of industrial servo drive system such as industrial robot or CNC machine that is required the motion control with high speed and precision. However, because the constraint of bulk, weight or cost causes compliance, the drive system's motion is often accompanied by a number of mechanical resonance which interfere with control performance, even affecting overall stability [1, 2] .
For the present, the research about LF resonance suppression mainly includes adopting different forms of acceleration feedback control strategy and designing various types of observer [3, 4] . Application acceleration feedback may reduce the speed response, and observer may not ideally observe the motion of large inertia load. This paper presents an adjustable inertia ratio control strategy based on designing disturbance observer, which the inertia ratio between load and rotor is adjusted to an optimal ratio so as to suppress simultaneously low-frequency disturbance to the rotor and load and control the motion of large inertia load smoothly and steadily. The effectiveness of the proposed concept is demonstrated by theoretical analysis and simulation.
II. LOW-FREQUENCY TORSIONAL RESONANCE

MODEL
The LF torsional resonance physical model of dual inertia system is shown in Figure 1 , the rotor inertia and load inertia are respectively M J and L J , the spring constant of elastic shaft is R K , the torsional torque of elastic shaft is R T , the motor output torque and load torque are respectively The transfer function from motor torque to motor output shaft angle velocity is
this transfer function has two particular points: the resonant frequency r and anti-resonant frequency a given by
The inertia ratio between load and rotor R and resonance ratio H are defined by
The bode plot of the LF torsional resonance system is shown in Figure 3 . 
III. DISTURBANCE OBSERVER
The disturbance observers are often adopted to reject the external disturbance. In LF torsion resonance system, applying observer constructed by current and speed values which sampling by sensor can suppress the vibration to some extent, the schematic is shown in Figure 4 . In this system, 100% of the estimated disturbance is fed back to the motor torque. This control strategy can effectively achieve the purpose when the inertia ratio and elastic deformation of shaft are relatively small. However, as the situation is opposite, the movement of load lags behind motor output shaft severely, which brings on LF vibration by a large margin. In this case, the disturbance just to the motor output shaft not the load is rejected, and the servo control system can't control motion of large inertia load steadily.
IV. ADJUSTABLE INERTIA RATIO CONTROL
A. Control strategy
The idea of the adjusted inertia control is to add a module of adjustable inertia gain based on using disturbance observer, by adjusting the variable K in the module, 1 K of the estimated disturbance torque is fed back to the motor torque, then the inertia and resonance ratio of LF torsional resonance system are changed, and by adjusting the inertia ratio to an optimal value, the LF disturbance to the motor output shaft and load is suppressed simultaneously, the schematic of idea is shown in Figure 5 . for any plant [5, 6] . Adopting CDM to deduce the optimal inertia ratio can be easy and simple with guarantees of stability, response and robustness.
In (4) 
So, the optimal inertia ratio is obtained that
C. OPTIMAL TIME CONSTANT
To eliminate the disturbance of measurement noise as well as not to influence the observation of disturbance torque, the optimal time constant of filter of disturbance observer need to be determined, the process is as follows: As shown in Fig.5 
These two curves have the intersection point at
Then the optimal time constant is
V. SIMULATION
In order to confirm the validity of the proposed strategy, the computer simulation were implemented for the control system model made up from Figure 5 , the rotor inertia is 2 0.001Kgm , the spring constant is 800 / N m, the resonance frequency is 100Hz . The simulation were divided into two groups, the inertia ratios are set to 20 and 50, each group had three cases that were PI, PI with disturbance observer, adjustable inertia ratio control, the reference of speed step response is 100rpm , and reference of disturbance step response at 0.5s is 10Nm , the results of simulation are shown from Figure 6 Step and disturbance response plot of adjustable inertia ratio when inertia ratio is 50
As shown in Figure 6 and Figure 9 , PI control can't remove the LF disturbance, larger the inertia ratio is, harder the stability of control system is. As shown in Figure 7 and Figure 10 , although the PI with disturbance observer control can reject the disturbance to the motor output shaft, it can't deal with the disturbance to the load effectively. From Figure   8 and Figure 11 , we can see that after using the adjustable inertia ratio control, the disturbances to the motor output shaft and load were eliminated, and the LF vibration was suppressed well, the motion of large inertia load was controlled steadily. 
